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About This Game

Present the captivated dark fantasy with the attractive illustrations, a romance adventure game for you――

System

While the story keeps progressing, the choices will be shown.
According to the choice you picked, the impression of the character toward you will be better.

Let's keep raising the good impression and step to the Happy Ending!

We'll recommend you, if you…

‧ Interest in romance game or otome(girls') game
‧ Like the fantasy

‧ Like the subject about the campus
‧ Like the shojo(girls') comics and animation

‧ Have interests in werewolf and vampire
‧ Want to read a serious story

‧ Want to read a story with some jests

story

Fleeting, yet beautiful. The world of darkness――
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The main protagonist, Cloe (name changeable) lived in a secluded town. Surrounded by wire fences, it felt like she was trapped
inside a cage.

Zombies were the only residents in that town, and she wasn't the exception. Many took their own life rather than to age away,
but they were otherwise living a peaceful life. One day however…….

As Cloe was hoping to see the outside world, she recieved an invitation. An invitation to attend a prestigious, diverse school only
the most talented and skilled could join.

*This game is based on PSVita's 『EPHEMERAL -FANTASY ON DARK-』, with added translations and an updated resolution
of Full HD.
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dramatic create
Publisher:
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English,Traditional Chinese,Japanese
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its a game about hack ing

awesome. I used to play it alot back in the day.
It's actually still very fun and I'm 21 years old.
I love the idea, the storyline and the quests.
10\/10
\u2665. wtf is this. why i can't play? khan it's all black!. So far, Varius is an excellent game for 2 bucks.

I do wish there were online leaderboards to compare your scores with other people, and I do wish there was multiplayer. The
main idea of Varius, essentially Pong on steroids, is pretty neat. Using the buttons on the controller to change the color of the
bouncer to match the projectile actively makes you think as you play. Shatter is pretty tough and reaction based, while Survive
gets you used to the control scheme, and Sequence is basically simon says. I'm a huge fan of Sequence!

The music itself was pretty good, I enjoyed the spacey-electronic music playing in the background. There wasn't a real banger
that stood out to me amongst it, but all in all it fits the game and doesn't get in the way.

I appreciate the large amount of achievements, some of them very difficult to get, it certainly helps with wanting to come back
to the game. There are a couple of things that did bother me, however.

1. The shattering sound effect for the purple projectile breaking the bouncer seems extremely out of place to me. It sounds like
a bitcrushed version of real glass shattering, instead of something like the projectile bouncing which is clean and very much
gives the projectile a 'bouncy' feel.

2. The menu after you finish a level. When you receive achievements, the menu doesn't have a different feel to it, if that makes
sense. I was very confused why my controller stopped working after I finished the first level, and thats when I realized that the
achievements were being shown in tiny text at the top of the menu, with a Continue button instead of a Retry button. I would try
to make it more clear that it is a separate menu before you can press the Retry or Quit button.

These are minor things compared to the overall product, the game itself is fun, it's quick to get back into another round, it's just
too bad that there are only 3 game modes to play.

If I had to give it a score, 7\/10.. Dear reader,

Below please find my unenthusiastic recommendation for Spice Road:

The concept is interesting for about 7 hours.

What kills this game is the repetitive click-fest (even with the game on pause) to build several practically identical towns, as
every building has to be built individually. If you see screenshots of enormous towns for this game -- yeah. Every single building
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has to be placed individually, and if you have 6 or more towns that becomes a new clicking game of itself, which I don't enjoy.

The game is not nearly as deep as I had hoped from some of the reviews.

Worst of all, the tutorial "storyline" is mandatory to access all the buildings in sandbox. I would rather do away with the tutorial
altogether, but forcing me to play it did show some interesting scenarios in the process. It also guaranteed I would not have an
adequate comprehension of the game BEFORE my 2 hour request Steam for a refund period.

So yeah -- the game is okay. It could certainly be better. It could certainly not force players through the tutorial and still allow
for varied challenges if the developer had wanted to provide more options to the sandbox mode. But instead, sandbox is
inextricably tied to the amount of the tutorial the player has accomplished.

There is a technology tree, which allows access to buildings and building upgrades, but points for the technology tree only occur
in the tutorial storyline as levels are completed. Hence the tree is merely a means of blocking sandbox access to the full building
menu until all the whole storyline is completed.

Once you start to win, once the wheel begins to turn, there's practically nothing to stop you. But getting to that point can be an
interesting challenge.

I would only recommend this to die-hard tycoon fans.. Nominated for "In the Beginning..." Award for "We Didn't Think of
Everything" Category. This is the game where my passion for PC Gaming began. Well that's available on Steam anyway, the
real nomination would go to Wizardry I: Proving Grounds of the Mad Overlord. Many PC Games owe their roots to this game
and many others created by the forward thinking staff at Sierra. The Williams and Co. are missed, but will never be forgotten!

Update....trying to keep a good thing going....Nominated it again "In the Beginning...." 2017. ;-). Exellent, very organic
exploration. Try scrollwheel down to walk to your cursor, scrollwheel up to look towards your cursor. Switching to left click for
acting upon tiles and right click for examining tiles and their content.

A variety of enemy tactics and effects combined with an everchanging and very dangerous playfield make combat quite
interesting.. iffy on my vote. it is a $5 game. get this on sale. it does become a little easy once you get a feel after a few runs.
classes are just starting with different items, nothing too crazy. trading safety for item (relic) rarity is nice. game DOES NOT
SAVE IF YOU EXIT. i repeat GAME DOES NOT SAVE. so i do have some idle hours in this game. graphics are alright.
controls are ok, the swipe-wand-deflect-projectiles move activates a little late, takes some getting used to. items are generally
well balanced. spiders suuuuuck. overall 7\/10 good in-between game when the major titles feel a little burnt out.

there is one glitch in later levels, if you get hit with a miniboss's clusterbomb, you might be expelled from room boundaries.
there is a fix; you need to walk (yes out of bounds) to the exit from the room, where you'd expect the collision detection is.
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hey it's kinda fun, try it out. well, its touhou.
a touhou fighting game.
moe girls beating each other with phone calls, brooms, kettles, motorcicles and trains.
I think one of them actually uses a gun, still looking into it.
do you really need to know anymore than that?
. I was really excited to see a remake of Netstorm. I played the game when i was a child in the 90's and loved the idea of the
game and how it played. And after seeing the screenshots and video of the game i expected that when i downloaded it.

I however was met with a "MAKE AN ACCOUNT" screen that looked older than an AOL software. i do not understand why
you would need to make an account to play a game on steam when it does not even use a 3rd party launcher from something like
Ubisoft or Nexon.

After making my account i "logged in" to an empty sky with no menu, no hud, no nothing. No tutorial on what to do and no
menu to even give me an idea of what the hell is going on. I clicked around in frustration until i closed the game. Once i did this
it started updating, once that finished i opened it up again and this time i had a MASSIVE chatbox (like 60% of my screen) and
my island with my name in size 40px font. There was only one person online and he was very friendly and me and him were
having the same issues.

When we joined a ring and started a game both of us noticed something missing, our island... We left and tried again, same
thing. Went and started a game by ourselves, same thing. We could not place bridges, or buildings, or anything because we had
no island to do anything with. Our priest was simply dangling in the air where our island should be.

There is no right click options like on Netstorm, where if you right clicked a geyser, priest, or anything it would give you
information about it or allow you to select skills or to build structures. Nothing. The game was literally unplayable.

The description of the game on steam says "single player" as well. This is a lie, there is no single player only multiplayer that
doesnt even work. Atleast No Mans Sky gave us a working version of a game when they released it on steam. Ive bought many
early access games like 7 Days to Die, Rust, The Forest, Subnautica, Ghost in the Shell, and more. And i got what i paid for. An
early access version of the game while in a working state is not completed. This is not even an ALPHA version.

I honestly dont know why there are so many positive reviews when this game has so many issues. Starting to think everyone
posting here were paid by the devs to do so. I saw one review saying the developer gave him a key, so they were probably all
bought off.

I really do hope they push this and make it into an actual game in the future because theres a huge netstorm fan base.. it's a fun
little game.
It only has one arena level, one solid music track and a handful of enemies,
but it's tight, fast, has an addicting gameplay loop and looks aesthetically great.. GTA2 was the first GTA game I played and I
still like it even today because it is the most detailed 2D GTA game around.

There are 3 large maps to do all your missions and all your freeroam on.
It feels like an arcade game to play and it does have multiplayer but when I've played I've never seen anybody on it because its
designed for local LAN play.. When I tried to get this title to run when I first got it, I could not find a way to make it work and
so it was unplayable for me. Thankfully people on the steam forums found ways to make it run relatively easy now.

The third and final Commandos game has very similar gameplay, but features now indoor 3D environments and outdoor maps
that can be rotated 90 degrees at a time, still keeping its isometric perspective, but 3D character models. The various
Commandos now all can handle grenades and small arms and the special abilities are moved to an action bar at the bottom of the
screen, instead of the backpack in the bottom corner of the screen.

Commandos 3 contains 14 missions devided into 3 small campaigns and some missions now also have time limits. If you
enjoyed the previous titles you will certainly be able to enjoy this one just as much!. 7/10 - Very simple yet good game. Worth
the price.. Great indie game! It gets really difficult (especially playing one player) but when you solve it... damn is totally worth
it.. First review and I like to this it's for a good reason!
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I played the non modded version of STALKER Shadow Of Chernobyl and some how finished it! yes it has its dated moments,
typical for a 12 year old game! I have seen a mod available that has updated visuals and fixes for some of the minor bugs this
game does carry! BUT!!! Good grief get this game if you have not already! I am a huge fan! game would have been ridiculous
when it first came out and to be honest in this day and age of buggy early access and just dumpster fire cash grabs this game can
and will easily stand above most!

9\/10 all day look forward to getting into CLEAR SKY next!
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